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Deep Learning revolutionized Computer Vision
Initial breakthrough in classification → Progress on sophisticated tasks
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Can we perform these advanced image synthesis tasks using
classifiers alone?

Manipulating images using classifiers
→ Need a way to modify semantic content of an image
→ Most natural approach: Class maximization [Erhan et al. 2009]
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Key idea: Introduce class features in image by optimizing it
to increase predicted probability of a class

But: Standard ML models are brittle
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Problem: Imperceptible input perturbations completely
change classifier’s prediction

Missing ingredient: Robustness
Train via robust optimization: minθ E(x ,y)∼D [maxδ∈∆ `θ(x + δ, y)]
→ Yields classifiers that are invariant to small input changes

“dog” maximization

for robust classifier

[Tsipras Santurkar Engstrom Turner Mądry 2019]

Class maximization for robust classifiers actually introduces
salient class features

Turns out: Robustness is all you need
Develop a toolkit for image synthesis using robust classifiers
→ Single classifier for all tasks
→ Just gradient descent on simple loss functions
→ Standard architecture, minimal tuning
→ No domain-specific priors and regularizers

Image generation
→ Class maximization using random noise as a seed
→ For diversity, sample seed from multivariate Gaussian in input space

In-painting
→ Maximize true class, while penalizing changes in uncorrupted region

Image-to-image translation
→ Train a (robust) classifier to distinguish between domains
→ Class maximization towards the other domain

horse  →   zebra apple   →  orange 

Super-resolution
→ Maximize score of true class to enhance features of low-res. input

Interactive image manipulation
→ Sketch-to-image: Turn crude sketches into “art”

→ Feature painting: Add features to specific parts of the image

Takeaways

→ Robust models are powerful primitives for advanced vision tasks
→ Adversarial robustness: Useful property, beyond security
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